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A houseful of clutter may not be the only cause people pack on extra pounds, but study proves that it takes
on a big role. A recently available study showed that folks with supercluttered homes were 77 percent much
more likely to end up being over weight or obese! All reported great results-from significant weight
reduction to calmer thoughts and more organized, happier, and better lives.In Lose the Clutter, Lose the
Pounds, organizing guru Peter Walsh comes to the rescue with a straightforward 6-week intend to help
listeners:- Crystal clear their homes of excess "stuff" as they discover their vision for his or her personal
space- Crystal clear their bodies of excess pounds as they follow a healthy, supersimple eating and workout
plan- Clear their minds and spirits of the excess weight of way too many possessionsRodale took this
program for a testdrive with two dozen volunteers who followed his strategy.
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 I have found items I'd forgotten about and never use. After reading almost all of the most popular books on
decluttering--including those by Marie Kondo, Joshua Becker and others--plus following a large amount of
decluttering blogs, I am surprised to discover one of the absolute best is Peter Walsh's Lose the Mess, Lose
the Weight. The title turned me off for some time.. At its very best, however, the reserve is seriously devoted
to helping overwhelmed, over weight people get a handle on emotional, spiritual and organizational ways to
tackle mess and poor eating, and get back on track. Smart, well-written, non-judgmental, practical and
empowering. A great gift to this group of books!" He made the man throw the complete box in the dumpster.
Thank you, Peter, for nailing it! "Somehow, at some point, you become too large for your ease and
comfort," he writes in the beginning. I want a discussion with him on diet programs, although he provides
simple program and simple exercises. He also assists explain how stuff, emotions and eating are all related
rather than helping me obtain the life I'd like and deserve. He even meddles with my funds and email, but all
to my advantage. I am in the process of downsizing and his logic assists me divide my stuff into Area One
and Zone Two. Organizational guru Peter Walsh helped me think through changes I have been making and
continue to make.holy Hannah! Still reading it. I'm beginning week #2 tomorrow which is decluttering the
bed room. Peter Walsh offers great information, gives lots of encouragement and earns experts for the
dietary plan and exercise portion and the mindfulness meditation.. You have therefore many healthy options
its not a diet plan, but becoming mindful about balanced diet choices. The exercise portion is great if you
don't have any gear. I did so take the author's guidance to throw away food that is unhealthy and have not
missed some of it. Love it! THE TWO HAVE GONE TOGETHER IN THE LAST 4 YEARS AS Existence
HAS HAD NUMEROUS CHALLENGES. Going through my kitchen in week #1 was difficult sometimes,
but also extremely rewarding. That's designed for failure.. My house isn't messy and it generally does not
appear cluttered, but inside my cupboards... Loving it!One of the best on decluttering! It feels great to make
decisions about those things and move them out. They made $13,000 which indicates the size of their
hoard.! I highly recommend this book! Decluttering guru walks you through it--your junk--to get it together.
Permanently I first found Peter Walsh a few years back on Oprah. She assigned him a 2-time slot on the
show to help out a middle-aged couple who'd therefore filled their residence with stuff they could hardly
move. They couldn't use the kitchen so they ate out every evening. She was a anxious wreck and each day
was another buying extravaganza. She bought presents for her kids and grandkids that they never received: it
had been all on the piles. Peter walked in and got active. Initial, he explained some reasons they lived this
way (when you can contact it living) and reassured them he wasn't there to judge them but to greatly help.
After preliminary hesitation, they clung to the process for all they were worth--it was literally a life-line. I
WON'T GO INTO THOSE, BUT THE BOOK AND I GOT THE CD FOR THE AUTOMOBILE, HAVE
HELPED. I have packed 3 kitchen garbage bags for the trash and place 3 boxes of items for a garage sale, or
to give away. Everything inside our house is "great" and here for grounds, isn't it? He cleared out the
complete house and place everything up for a one-weekend mega rummage sale. Really useful book Gave
very clear and applicable tips on how best to manage your daily life well and give it higher meaning. The
lady was therefore upset but became a blubbering mess when he led her to some other room, an extra 50%
of space which held her a huge selection of pairs of sneakers.So I'm off to week #2 for another cathartic
experience!This guy and woman had piled-up so much junk on the bed it reached the ceiling: she slept
cramped on about 10% of the area left and he slept on the couch. When Peter cleared out the complete
bedroom, it had been a shock: you couldn't observe before that there have been windows, 2 chair and a
fireplace!! The coup de grâce was when, in the end this work, the man was presented with a huge box of
papers: 35 years of gas bills. He sat down on the porch and began acquiring each one and starting it. Peter
dropped it: "Are you KIDDING me??? Could Not Wait around to learn It and Got It the Day It Came Out
The three main points of the book are eliminate the clutter, shed the weight and use mindfulness in order to
avoid malignant emotions, food and items in your daily life.Peter went back again after a calendar year to



see if it "took," if the people had maintained the clarity and peace of the house. Yep. I've lost weight slowly
and regularly but, I am on my own eating plan.Therefore we see that Peter's methods work....... He's also
written these which are magnificent helps:It's ALL WAY TOO MUCH: An Easy Plan for Living a Richer
Existence with Less StuffIt's All Too Much Workbook: The Equipment You Need to Conquer Mess and
Create the Life You WantLighten Up: Like What You Have, Have THE THING YOU NEED, Be Happier
with LessThis publication is established in a natural manner:Part 1: How Clutter Invades YOUR HOUSE,
Your Body, as well as your MindPart 2: The "Lose The Mess, Lose The Excess weight" BlueprintPart 3:
The Six-Week Program Begins:.Chapter 10: Week Two: Your Bedroom..I've made a report of mess since
my house was often overrun with it for years.Chapter 11: Week Three: Your Bedroom Closet and Your
Bathroom.. It is a great relief to get a eyesight for the spaces in my house and work to accomplish it.Chapter
12: Week Four: Your Financial House. I'm doing my own diet right now, but I love how his is
established..Chapter 13: Week Five: Your Living Areas (e. Lose the Clutter, Get rid of the Fat has helped
me personally organize my kitchen, bedroom, and dinning room but, I have not followed the time line, I
simply work on it piece by piece within my own pace. Simply finished the kitchen and we're already eating
more healthy and feeling really good about starting the fridge or pantry door.. It sounded gimmicky and
silly.Chapter 14: Week Six: Your Storage space Areas (e.g. basement)Chapter 15 is preventing all this
function being truly a waste of period.Chapter 9: Week A single: Your Cooking and Dining Areas. This is a
genuine eye opener, for sure!to make these changes everlasting.. I started a conversation thread on the gold
package forum 6 years ago and reading andposting onto it offers helped me make my cluttered home a cozy
house. It's such a great factor to ask an unexpected guest in and not be embarrassed. I acquired the mess out
and today I'm happy. These 2 books also helped tremendously:The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up:
The Japanese Art of Decluttering and OrganizingOrganize & Create Discipline: An A-to-Z Information to
an Organized Existence (Hardback) - CommonBut I want to put Peter's words to the test: along with more
clutter, may i get rid of a few pounds? Good "idea" for getting rid of the clutter in your daily life. I'll report
back in a few weeks.g. The author's style, voice, and recommendations connect with me and I am able to
donate or dispose of stuff I have kept onto to for decades. And, by gum, they looked thinner! I go to the
gym, but the book offers good options. I am sick and tired of diets. I eat whatever I'd like with the resolution
that I make it from scratch from NON GMO and organic sources about 90% of that time period. Going for a
load to the dump and throwing stuff in the garbage or offering to the shelter really lifts a weight off of my
spirit! I cannot wait around to complete the entire house! My husband and I began with the garage area and
back door, and we experience noticeably better whenever we get home and walk through! living room).. We
feel therefore much lighter, and also have a little peace. and we experience noticeably better whenever we
go back home and walk through This book is obviously giving me motivation! I make an effort to avoid
packaged foods or fast food restaurants whenever you can. It filled an entire warehouse. The parts on
becoming mindful are incredibly helpful when dealing with cravings or emotional attachment to stuff. Want
I had read it sooner! Best one yet Great read and is indeed on point Helped me I believe he’s on to
something. Four Stars Good book, helpful ideas. MOST HELPFUL THIS BOOK Offers AMAZING
INSIGHT INTO THE CLUTTERER AND IN MY CASE, THE OVER-EATER. It provides really changed
just how I look at stuff.Peter didn't carry out the usual taking every darn matter and asking if was important
or meant something to them. Five Stars So helpful Good read! Good reference book. Insightful and a
confident 'kick in the pants' for some. Worthy of the read -- would recommend. Great insights.
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